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Hidden Technology
by Tim Cole, Editor

There are portents in the skies — the seasons are changing. We’re losing the 
winter constellations in the western sky, and the summer constellations are 
peeking up in the early morning. All of that is probably second nature to you, 
but your non-astronomer friends probably haven’t noticed. Why would anyone 
need to know?
We really don’t need to know. Up to, perhaps, a century and half ago, that sort 
of thing was essential knowledge for most people. When to plant, when to 
harvest, and myriad other calendar points were essential to low-tech life. Of 
course, our hypothetical unlettered ancestors knew the sky, but probably did not 
know astronomy. But don’t feel too smug. We know all about traffic lights, but 
probably less than one in a hundred knows how they work. It’s just another 
unremarkable part of our everyday lives.
Just another piece of the web of technology that keeps us alive.
And make no mistake, it does keep us alive. It’s all so entwined in our lives that 
we never notice, but now long would city dwellers survive if even a small part 
of it failed? Recall the impact of the Ice Storm of ’98. Imagine that level of 
damage to the infrastructure lasting most of the winter.
It’s awfully common to sneer at Go-To telescopes and deride their users as 
being totally dependent on their telescopes’ technology. The true believers use 
the old fashioned methods of sky charts and knowledge of the sky. That’s not a 
bad thing. But don’t feel too smug. There’s a massively intertwined web of 
technology behind star atlantes, good optics and sturdy mounts. It’s not so 
obvious as it is in the Go-To ’scopes, but it’s there. Without that technology, 
how many of us would do any better than our unlettered ancestors?

Cover Illustration
Tied in with Simon Hanmer’s series on geology for planet observers, the cover 
shows a planet-wide map of Mars with some major telescopic regions and major 
geological regions marked.
Image annotated by Simon Hanmer.

Credit W here It's Due
Last issue’s photos from 2001 Astronomy Day weren’t properly credited. Yves 
Demers provided all the photos used in the items on Astronomy Day.
Sorry, Y ve s; I blew it —  Your humble Editor.
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M ars: W hat Do W e Really Se e  In a Telescope?
by Simon Hanmer, NRCan (Geological Survey of Canada)

Despite its small size, about half the size of Earth, Mars has some incredibly 
large geological features. These include the highest mountain, the largest rift 
valley and the largest impact basin. As amateur astronomers, when we look at 
Mars through our telescopes, we hope that steady seeing will allow us to make 
out some of its surface markings. These usually look like dark blotches on a red 
to orange disk, best seen in the Martian southern hemisphere, or the white polar 
ice caps. Although pictures taken by Hubble are sharper than the best Earth- 
bound picture taken by the Lowell Observatory, they can only show dark 
patches and ice caps. On the other hand, various satellites, from Viking and 
Mariner to the more recent Orbiter series, have taken detailed photos of a range 
of amazing topographical features such as volcanoes and valleys. So what’s the 
link between what we see through our telescopes and the planetary geology of 
Mars? Well, except for the ice caps, none! This is pretty depressing, so let me 
explain. Topographic maps of Mars map highlight two principal terrains: the 
heavily cratered terrain in the South, and the smooth Northern Plains. These are 
the first order divisions, but let’s move to the next level of detail.

Argyre Hellas
Principal Martian Topographic Features 

Syrtis Major doesn't correspond to any of the major highs or lows.

Tharsis is a huge plateau or bulge that rises gently from both the cratered terrain 
and the Northern Plains and is peppered with several giant volcanoes. To the
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West of the Tharsis Bulge is the smaller Elysium bulge which also has 
volcanoes on it. East of the Tharsis Bulge is a huge valley system called the 
Valles Marineris in honor of the Mariner probe; we can call it the Mariner 
Valley. The upper reaches of the valley system start in the SE comer of the 
Tharsis Bulge, and end at the boundary between the cratered terrain and the 
Northern Plain. In the southern part of the cratered terrain are two huge 
elliptical areas with flat interiors called Hellas and Argyre. The volcanoes and 
valleys are easy enough to understand, but what are the Northern Plains, and 
what are Hellas and Argyre plains doing in the middle of the cratered terrain? 
For that matter, what is the cratered terrain anyway? Heavy cratering means 
“old,” because if those are impact craters then we know that the main period of 
impact cratering in the Solar System ended before about 3 billion years ago. So, 
if the Northern Plains show less evidence for impact cratering, then they must 
be younger than the cratered terrain, just as the smooth lunar mare are younger 
than the cratered lunar highlands. Therefore, if we extend this line of reasoning, 
then the Hellas and Argyre Plains are probably impact basins filled with lava.
The Tharsis Bulge is topped by a line of three giant volcanoes. Each one has a 
diameter equivalent to the distance from Ottawa to Montreal! Most importantly, 
these three volcanoes, and much of the Tharsis Bulge, have no impact craters. 
This means that the bulge and its volcanoes have been re-surfaced by lava flows 
after the time of major meteorite bombardment in the Solar System. Some 
planetary geologists have proposed that the volcanic activity on the Tharsis 
bulge is extremely young, maybe as young as 25 million years. On the SE edge

Olympus is as big as the entire Hawaiian Islands volcanic 
chain in the Pacific Ocean from Nuhau to Hawaii — the same 
distance as from Ottawa to Boston!
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of the Tharsis Bulge, the upper part of the Mariner Valley shows no impact 
craters, so it must be younger than 3 billion years old too.
How big are the main elements of Martian topography? The biggest volcano on 
Mars is Olympus Mons, perched on the NW side of the Tharsis Bulge. In terms 
of its diameter, it’s as big as Hawaii and all of its volcanic neighbors! In other 
words, it would span from Ottawa to Boston! But Olympus Mons is not just 
broad in the beam, it’s also incredibly high — nearly 3 times higher than 
Mount Everest, whose peak elevation is a bit less than 10 km, making Olympus 
Mons about 27 km high (in my talk, the graph I showed incorrectly represented 
Olympus Mons as only 17 km high). That makes Olympus Mons the largest 
volcano and the highest mountain in the Solar System! The Mariner Valley 
would span the entire width of the US. That’s about equivalent to the Great Rift 
Valley of eastern Africa, but the intensity of its development, as expressed by 
its branches, and its depth, have no equal in the Solar System. Hellas is the 
largest impact basin or mare in the Solar System. It is so large, more than 2000 
km, it would fill the western and central US! Compare that with about 1200 km 
for the larger lunar impact basins.

Light sand covers dark rocks

Nothing here but dark rocks 

Light and Dark on Mars?
Dark patches we see through telescopes are areas devoid of sand 
where dark rocks are exposed.
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The point I’m trying to make is simple. Mars might be a bit on the small size as 
planets go, but it’s got some pretty impressive topography. So, if Mars is so 
well endowed physically, how come we don’t see any of this through telescopes 
— not even Hubble? If we’re not seeing this impressive topography through 
our telescopes, what exactly are we seeing? The dark patch that is most readily 
observed through amateur telescopes is Syrtis Major, simply because it’s the 
biggest and darkest patch. However, it is not located near any of the major 
topographic features that Mars is famous for. Syrtis Major is simply a slightly 
elevated area in the cratered terrain, near the margin of the Northern Plains. So, 
why is it so obvious through our telescopes, while the really important features 
fade into obscurity? It turns out that the colors of the Martian surface are 
simply related to the distribution of light colored sand versus dark colored 
volcanic rocks. In other words, what we see through our telescopes is simply a 
reflection of the distribution of sand on the Martian surface. Syrtis Major is an 
area where sand has been removed, presumably by wind, and the uniform color 
of sand over much of the rest of the Martian surface hides the incredible 
topographic highs and lows that our probes have photographed from Mars 
orbit.

Want fame, fortune, and international stature?
Sorry, I can’t promise you any of those things. But share your opinions, 
knowledge, and experiences with your fellow astronomers of the Ottawa 
Centre. What makes a good AstroNotes article? Here are a few ideas:
• Reviews of books, software, TV programs, etc.
• How-to articles
• Success stories (or horror stories!)
• Observing reports
A good length is 300 to 600 words. Illustrations should fit into about half a 
page. Remember that illustrations with fine details may not print well.
It’s probably simplest to submit your articles via e-mail, but almost any 
format will do — including marks on paper!
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In M em oriam
Richard Arnold Weeks (1940 -  2002)
Arnie Weeks died on April 5 , 2002, at the age of 61. Arnie was instrumental in 
the founding of Ottawa Centre’s Light Pollution Abatement Committee. He 
gave freely of his time to promote the use of night-sky friendly lighting. He 
developed presentations, wrote letters, set up and attended meetings with 
officials and representatives of city councils of Ottawa, Nepean, Kanata, 
Goulbourne, Carleton Place, Almonte, and, Smiths Falls. He is survived by his 
wife Rita, son William (Heather), daughter Natasha (Gordon Buck), and, 
grandchildren Lara, Jake and Maggie.
During our light pollution work he would often speak of his administrative work 
at the Dominion Observatory and with the non-profit group working on the 
Peterborough petroglyphs. After an Observatory Open House of Rob Dick’s, he 
wrote a flattering song about the place.
He was proud to show off his new telescopes. Unfortunately, over the last few 
years, his health often prevented him from making full use of his instruments.

Fred Lossing O bservatory Reports
by Al Seaman, FLO Committee Chair

14 April 2002
We normally have a training session early in the spring for new users who want 
to get qualified to use the telescopes at FLO. Glenn LeDrew normally does this, 
but because of other commitments he will be unable to do so in the near future. 
As backup, I will try to provide any requested training for the next while. 
Instead of the usual single large session, I will try to provide as many smaller 
sessions as needed spread over the next several months, with attendance at each 
limited to about 6 people. This should provide a bit more opportunity for hands 
on practice than the larger session. Anyone who wants training, or knows of 
someone who does, should contact me by e-mail at a ls e a m a n @ a s tr o c o m .c a  
or by telephone at 256-1155. Training slots will be assigned on the basis of the 
order of receiving requests.
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You Know  You're a DSO Observer W h e n ...

1. You think about how to smash the nearby street light without getting 
caught.

2. You think about how much the fine would be for smashing the nearby street 
light.

3. You’re caught by the police climbing the nearby street light.
4. You have considered sabotaging the power grid on clear moonless nights.
5. You think of the Moon as light pollution.
6. You think of Jupiter as light pollution.
7. You think of the Milky Way as light pollution.
8. You think of Northern Lights as light pollution.
9. You think of the Gegenschein as light pollution.

10. You complain that M13 ruined your dark adaptation.
11. You prep your eyes by applying pupil dilating drops until they open to 

10mm.
12. You get O-III Filter contact lenses
13. You’ve applied anti-reflection coatings to your eyes.
14. You wear sun glasses during full moon periods.
15. You use an infrared flashlight.
16. You wonder how your favorite objects missed getting included in the New 

General Catalog or the Index Catalog.
17. You could do a Messier Marathon from memory, if you still bothered with 

Messier objects.
18. Your ideal site would require oxygen.
19. You plan a two month trip to Australia and spend all of it in the outback 

trying to find every southern DSO.
20. You refer to your Cheerios breakfast as “my bowl full of M-57s.”
21. You start looking for the central star in one of your Cheerios...
22. ... and you see it.
23. You have a 16" telescope — as a finder.
24. You don’t have a CCD camera because it looked better visually anyway.
25. You have considered making mega-binoculars out of two 10" scopes.
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O ttaw a Centre Bulletin Board

Note: New AstroNotes e-mail address
We now have a new e-mail address for AstroNotes business:

astronotes@ottawa.rasc .ca
Please update your e-mail programs, address book utilites and so on. The old 
address will be maintained for a few weeks or months, but eventually, we’ll be 
phasing it out completely.

For Sale: Celestron Ultima 11 with PEC and Accessories 
It is in excellent condition because it has never been used.
Accessories:
• Carrying case with wheels
• Manuals
• Polaris finderscope with illuminated reticle -  8x50
• Wedge and tripod
• Set of vibration suppression pads
• 1-1/4" to 2" visual back
• 2" mirror star diagonal
• Eyepieces:

• 2" Celestron 50mm Plössl
• 1-1/4" Celestron 30mm Plössl
• 1-1/4" Celestron 17mm Plössl
• 1-1/4" Celestron 7.5mm Ultima series
• 1-1/4" Omcon 12.5mm Ortho
• 1-1.4" Omcon 6mm Ortho

Asking $3000 Call Dave Williams at (613)692-3972

For Sale: 6" Newtonian Telescope
• German equatorial mount with clock drive.
• Complete with two eyepieces.
Asking $800, negotiable. Contact Roberto at: Phone:(613)823-6694 or 
e-mail: roberto_p isc ina@ ocdsb .edu .on .ca
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For Sale: 6" f/10 Newtonian Telescope
• Hand-ground and figured mirror and secondary flat made in 1961 by L.H. 

Sparey of the Royal Astronomical Society in London.
• Very rigid primary cell of micarta on an aluminum base with adjustable 

spring suspension. Secondary mount has an adjustable inner support on 
spherical base, attached to the tube at four points.

• Tube is 1/4" varnish-impregnated paper, 60" long, with a large accessory 
platform for a finderscope or camera.

• Tube mount is a plate with rings to permit tube rotation.
• Prime focus is outside the optical tube and permits prime focus photography. 

Focus tube mount is large to permit accessory attachments.
• Includes a basic wooden tripod and miscellaneous accessories.
Asking $400. Contact Robert Edgar at: Phone: (613) 679-4718 
Fax: (613) 679-4779 or e-mail: era2 00 0@ h aw k.igs. n e t .

Starlight Theatre
Need containers for a precious eyepiece? Bring it in and pick a Skypiece 
container that fits.
If you are learning your way around the sky, you will find our Celestial Sphere 
videotape or star maps very useful. They are great for beginners or as presents 
for beginners. We also have teaching materials for educators. A description of 
these and other items is on our web site (www. s t a r l i g h t - t h e a t r e .ca). Buy at 
the RASC meetings for discounts and save on shipping and handling charges.
We set up after every meeting beside the coffee table. We accept cash and 
checks made out to Starlght Theatre.
Contact Robert Dick at s l t @ s t a r l i g h t - t h e a t r e .ca

For Sale: Atlas of Finest NGC Objects, Messier Atlas
Atlas o f Finest NGC Objects covers 110 FNGC objects and over 130 other 
NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts are 3 x 4 degrees with limiting magnitude of 
12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the bottom of each page. Includes 26- 
page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. Messier Atlas covers all Messier objects; 
same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases available in “Correct 
Image” and “Mirror E/W” formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or both for 
$35.00. For more information, call Harry Adams at (613) 584-4804 or e-mail 
f a r . s t a r @ s y m p a t ic o . ca
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Next RASC Ottawa Centre Meeting

Canada Science and Technology Museum 
8:00 PM Friday 14 June 2002

C lear Skies!
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